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The Charismatic Charlie Wade Chapter
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Therefore, the moment Claudia followed Joseph in.

She clenched her fist to death, let her nails even pierce into the flesh,

Looked at Grover angrily, and asked in a loud voice:

“Grover! When you had no way out, it was my parents who took you in and
gave you a way out, why did you harm them?”

Seeing Claudia come out, Grover said in a panic:

“Claudia …… I …… I was also confused …… it was all because of that
ba5tard Andre who tempted me to do so,”

“If it wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t have been able to do such a thing ……”

Andre suddenly roared, “Grover! You son of a b!tch ba5tard still want to frame
me!”

“You were the one who approached me and offered to k!ll the family in return
for giving you the second-in-command position,”

“After I took over as the boss, and it was all your idea! You killed them! I had
nothing to do with it!”

Grover saw Andre biting at his own throat and cursed,
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“Fcuk, why did you agree to my proposal in the first place? It’s not that you
want him to die?”

Charlie looked at Grover at this time and said coldly:

“Grover, you two don’t act like a dog biting a dog here,”

“I just want to know now, you just said you were forced to do nothing,”

“How exactly were you forced to do nothing.”

Grover can only say with a snot and a tear: “Mr. Wade, I came to Canada for
quite a long time, but my brother-in-law,”

“I do not know which tendons did not get right, just let me work as a broken
driver,”

“He did not let me touch anything else …… even if my sister vouched for me,
he did not move……”

“I obviously have the ability to help him run the group better, but he just won’t
give me a chance ……”

“I …… I’m wanted in the country, for the rest of my life I could only stay in
Canada,”

“As long as he was still alive, I had no chance to move up, I’m only thirty years
old,”

“I can’t just be mediocre for the rest of my life ……”
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Claudia was furious and questioned, “Just because my father didn’t give you
the chance to move up, you killed my parents and my two brothers?

Grover was so weak from Claudia’s stare, but he said stiffly,

“I couldn’t help it! Your father forced me to do this!”

“The day I came to Canada, I was willing to work for him as a horse and a
cow!”

“But if he could give me a chance to move up the ladder, I wouldn’t have killed
him!”

Claudia was shaking with anger, then she turned to face Charlie and choked
up,

“Mr. Wade …… beg you to give me a chance to k!ll him with my own hands
and avenge my dead parents and two brothers ……”

Charlie nodded and opened his mouth and asked, “How do you want to k!ll
him?”

Claudia looked up at Charlie and said word for word,

“Mr. Wade …… I …… want to burn h!m with my own hands!”

“Otherwise, it’s really not enough to repay the blood feud of my parents and
two brothers!”

Charlie seriously asked, “Are you sure you want to do this?”

“Don’t ever be impulsive and leave an indelible demon in your future!”
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Claudia said firmly, “I’m sure! In front of the blood feud, there is no heart
demon that cannot be overcome!”

Seeing her resolute expression, Charlie gently nodded and said,

“If you have already made a decision in your heart, then I will let you fulfill it.”

After saying that, he looked at Joseph and said,

“Joseph, choose a place, make the necessary preparations, and let Claudia
send him on his way.”

Joseph said respectfully, “Yes, Mr. Wade, all the cargo compartments on the
ship are empty, I will choose one to send him on his way!”

When Grover heard this, he was scared out of his wits and shouted,

“Mr. Wade, spare my life, Mr. Wade! I beg you to spare my life, from now on I
will definitely follow your lead!”

Charlie blandly said: “All right Grover, don’t struggle, when you killed Claudia’s
family of four,”

“You should have thought that there would be a day when a tooth would be
returned for a tooth,”

“You are alone, let you pay for your life alone, after all, it is still preferable to
you.”

After saying that, he said to Joseph, “Take him to the cargo warehouse!”

When Grover heard this, he bared his teeth and roared,
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“Wade! You want my fucking life, believe it or not, I will let Xiaofen die without
a burial place!”

Now Grover already knows that the end is near, although he is not sure, he
sent out that way a group of people,

Whether or not they succeeded in kidnapping Xiaofen, but at present, he only
has this straw to save his life!
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